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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors described a case of malignant periphery nerve sheath tumour in a 16 years old male 

teenager. This tumour is rare in young adult and hence worth reporting. However, there are a few 

concerns. 1) In abstract, A malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) (also known as 

"Malignant schwannoma," "Neurofibrosarcoma," and "Neurosarcoma") is a form of malignancy of the 

connective tissue surrounding nerves. The underline words are redundant because it was stated 

again in the next sentence. Suggest removing it.  2) In introduction, the statement “In general, a 

sarcoma arising from a peripheral nerve or a neurofibroma is considered to be a MPNST [1,2].” 

should be reference from a review article or textbook.  3) In figure 2, there should be only one legend, 

suggest removing the one above the figure.  4) In figure 4-7, it would be clearer to use only one or 

two of the images for each figure. The figure is too small to appreciate the tumour.   5) In figure 9 

(histology), was the diagnosis made based on H&E alone or with the help of immunohistochemical 

study? Usually spindle cell neoplasm required immunohistochemical study to confirm. In this case, 

usually S100 is used for confirmation. Could the author include a figure of IHC? 6) In figure 9 and 10. 

The sequence is incorrect and please removes the “no” in “figure no 9”. 7) The references were not 
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standardised.  8) English editing and correction of typo errors are required.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

It is a well written paper describing an interesting case report of Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath 

Tumour (MPNST)Of Proximal Third Tibia Treated By En-Bloc Resection. Few comments to be 

considered: 1. Please provide past medical history of the patient, especially any event that may 

predispose to MPNST (eg. radiation exposure). 2. Please clarify that no signs of neurofibromatosis (a 

situation that predisposes to MPNST) are evident in the patient.   3.Please provide the results of 

appropriate molecular test for MPNST in the patient (eg. p53 and p16)or explain why was not done. 

4.Page 6, last sentence: please explain why the patients was advised to receive additional 

chemotherapy and not radiotherapy (both treatments are considered only partially effective). 5. Page 

8, last sentence: "Although with recent approaches with the molecular biology of MPNSTs, new 

therapies and prognostic factors are being examined". Please give some more details. 6. Text need 

editing (for example please correct "improveed" to "improved", "instututional" to "institutional" etc.)  
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